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Beauty 'kings'
strut their
stuff

GSS addresses need for
diversity, top student concerns
By Kate Snyder

A variely of contests
challenge University
of Wisconsin's male
beauty contestants to
• show off their skills
| Page 4

Some rules
for the end of
the semester

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

THE BG NEWS

Faculty columnist Phil
Schurrer has compiled,

THE BIG WINNER: Yesterday, the Kreischer Kash auction was held in the 8 O'Clock dining room of

with his pals Elmer

the SunDial. Heid once every semester for the past three years. Kreischer Kash is a reward given to students
who live in the Kreischer Quadrangle. They accumulate the dollars by attending hall events, creating bulletin

Flatnoggin and Stubby

boards, participating in hall council and receiving high grades Sophomore Ryan Heney was the top bidder for

McDrool. a list of fun

this semester's grand prize, a Nintendo Wii. In the past they have given away other large prizes such as iPods.

things to do during
these last two weeks of

digital cameras and a trip to Disney World

On Friday, Marshall Rose, the
director of the office of equity and
diversity wastheguesi speakerai
the last Graduate Student Senate
meeting of the year,
Hcisr spoke about the need foi
diversity on campus and encoui
aged greater institutional diversity
"Our biggest challenge is not
what we look like, but what we
will he like," he said.
(iss President Emmanual
Guiliorj then updated tin- senate
on the Issues ol the past year.
Hie lop ten concerns ol graduate students, based on ,i survej
taken in Spring 2007. are beginning in be addressed, < luillorj
said.
The concerns include inadequate funding, health insurance,
lack of diversity, parking and more
course offerings.

"Our biggest
challenge is not what
we look like, but what
we will be like."
He passed out a survej ol the
top ten concerns, asking senators
to lisi their top three. Thai way the
concerns could be prioritized and
handled easier, Guillon said.
"Mori' narrowed, more locus.

vvethought that might bea bettei
approach, he said.
I he senate also voted on a rest i
Union io support the Graduate
College in [heir plans to hold
departments accountable Tor the
travel funds the) receive.
I he resolution did not pass.
GSS will meet again on Ian.
23,

the semester to make
your professors and

A look at the economic times to come

instructors absolutely
love you | Page 4

After meeting with Strickland, other
university presidents, Cartwright
reports to Board of Trustees

More demand
for gifts than
guns this year
The Los Angeles
sheriff's department

By Gina Potlhoff

saw the evidence of

)H1Q

r

Financial matters took center stage at Friday's University
Hoard of Trustee meeting
when Interim President Carol
Cartwright reported on her

guns were exchanged
for gift cards this
holiday season as part

most recent meeting to discuss
the state's economic status.

of the Gifts for Guns
program facilitated in

Gov. Ted Strickland and
Chancellor Eric Fingerhut met
with Cartwright and uther university presidents in the state to
discuss the future of bishei education following the announcement one week ago of the S(i-K)
million shortfall for the rest of
the year and a S7.3 billion projected deficit in the 2010-2011
operating budget,
Cartwright explained this
meeting was one in a scries ol
discussions Strickland plans to
have with other groups, such as
labor and k-12 grades, to brief
them on Ohio's grand financial
picture.
"[Strickland] reinforced his
view that higher education is
l he driver of economic grow th,"
she said.
Cartwright
echoed
Strickland's words that the stale
of Ohio's specific response to
the economic crisis will depend
on the amount of federal assistance received. Strickland is
hopeful that the state of Ohio
will get a stimulus package and
Cartwright said the universities
are behind him.
"We're prepared to work wiih
him to lobby Ifor higher educa-

Compton | Page S

Women's
basketball
dominates
Three players scored
double digits in
Saturday's game as
the Falcons went on
to win their sixth in a
row | Page 6

By Philip Elliott
The A

LAUREN GEARHART
Graduate Student.
Public Health
"P.C. But I want a Mac!"

TODAY
PM Snow Showers
High: 31. Low: 29

]
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TOMORROW
Rain
High: 37. Low: 29

k

in other financial mailers.
the hoard approved the HB251
Energy Conservation Plan,
which will allow the University
to begin planning projects to
meet the requirement of the
State to reduce energy con
sumption and carbon emission
levels 2t) percent by the end "I
the 201-1 fiscal year.
University Chief financial
Officer Sherideen Stoll said
actual project proposals should
he brought io the board l>\ next
February, She said thai while
the University will probably
start out with smaller projects,
it should he in line Io meet Ihe
house bill's goals.
"We know there are some
schools that have taken a big
bite of the apple on their first
Iconservationl projects
I 11link we will take a smaller
bite," Stoll said.
She said the type of financing
would have to align with the
type of project, which would be
further discussed when it is officially brought to the hoard.
Trustee Michael Marsh also
reported on the University's
investments in stocks, making
il clear the University has not
been immune to the fkictua
tions in the market over the last
months.
"For 10 years, it was a lot of
fun being on ihe investment
committee," Marsh said. "Now,

Due to the current stale of the
economy, many students are
worried about their financial
futures, ihe Student Money
Management Services aims io
help students with these con
cerns,
Business major Andrew
Fischer is a junior hoping to
graduate in the spring of 2010.
His educational background
and Interest has given him
knowledge and skill of howto financially prepare for the
future.
"It's important for students
io learn how to budget their
money now before getting
into the real world," Fischer
said. "There's nothing funin
about going into debt."
SMMS provides students
with free financial education
sen ices in individual sessions
or group seminars. Students
learn how to budget expenses,
how lo plan to pay off educational fees and how lo become
organized in money management decisions.
SMMS
Director Duanc
Whitniire said there arc three
basic vehicles lo the services. The first is the individual financial education session with a financial Service
Educator and trained student
to discuss personal finances.
The second is the Falcononucs
group seminars, which covers
issues on debt, banking and

BOARD

Obama supports short-term auto bailout

Are you a Mac or
a PC. person?

| Page 4

By Michelle Bosserman

tion!,"she said.

I ' I

the failing economy
as a record number of

Student Money Management
Services aims to help students
with their financial worries

CHICAGO — President-elect
Barack Obama announced
support yesterday for a shortterm government bailout of the
nation's carmakers that is lied
to Industry restructuring. He
also accused auto executives of
a persistent "liead-in-the-sand
approach" to long-festering
problems.
Obama said Congress was
doing The exact right thing" in
drafting legislation thai "holds
the auto industry's feel to the
fire" at the same time it tries to
prevent its demise.
In an appearance on NBC's
Meet the Press" and later at
a news conference. Obama at
one point suggested some executives should lose their jobs.
One leading Democrat in
Congress. Sen. Christopher
Dodd of Connecticut, was far
blunter. Kick Wagoner. Ihe chief
executive of General Motors
Corp., has to move on," said

Dodd. chairman of the Senate
Hanking. Housing and Urban
Affairs Committee.
The criticism ofindustry leaders deepened as negotiators for
the White I louse and Congress
narrowed their differences over
a plan to extend roughly ST") billion in short-term loans to any
Detroit automaker thai needs
it. Analysts say General Minors
Corp. and Chrysler TTC. in par
licular. are at risk for running
out of money in the next lew
weeks, and that Ford Motor (!o.
may need help if the economy
deteriorates further,
Democratic Sen. Carl Levin
of Michigan, whose state is
ground zero for the battered
industry, said he was confident
an agreement would emerge
within the next day.
Democratic leaders have said
lhey hope lo pass the measure this week. While levin
declined to predict its approval, support among rank-and-

now are still in
the safety net
of college."
spending plans, he said. Ihe
third is their Web site, which
gives "all sous oi information
to help students," Dtiane said.
\i i oidingtotheUniwiMty's
Well site. 09 percent olstudent!
have some sort of financial aid
this semester. Whether it is a
grain, loan oi another form
of aid, these studeiits have to
find a way to manage iheir
money or they land in debt,
"The reason SMMSI was
created was because the students asked for it," Whitmirc
said. "It can help them staj on
track of personal finances .is
well as facilitate the development of their financial skills."
Financial Services Fducalot
Patricia Donnelly worked foi
a credit card insurance com
pan\ for nine years before
coming to the University She
facilitates Uic individual ses
sions and answers any questions the student might have
regarding money.
"Students right now are still
in the safety net of college.
Donnelly said. We help build
See SMMS

iolent protests becoming
more common in Greece
By Elena Becatoros
The Asso<..at,' I

KHRIN COOPER

SPEAKING TO THE CROWD: In this
photo provided by CBS. Sen Chns Dodd. DConn. speaks after appealing on CBS's "Face
the Nation" in Washington yesterday

See BAILOUT | Page 2

"Students right

ATHENS. Greece
Hooded
youths angered by the fatal
police shooting of a teenager
rampaged through Greece's two
largest cities yesterday, in some
of the worst rioting e\ IT seen in
a country where \ iolent protests
against the government have
become increasinglj common.
Two days of rioting began in
Athens and the northern citj
of Thessaloniki within hours
of the death of the 15-year-old,
who was shot Saturday night in
Exarchia, a downtown Athens
districl of bars, music clubs
and restaurants thai is seen .is
the self-styled anarchist movement's home base. Soon, gangs
had smashed stores, torched
cars and erected burning barricades. Police said 24 policemen
were injured in the dramatic
eruption of the long -tolerated

Pt TROS GIANN AKOURIS

RIOT:
roadblock du'ing clashes between protestors
and nol pi

movement,
laic yesterday, as clouds of
teat gas hung in the air. curious
onlookers peered oul to snap
photos with their cell plumes.
but the street righting showed
See VIOLENCE; Page 2
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A FEW SONGS AND SOME GOOD TIMES, TOO

BLOTTER
THURSDAY, DEC 4
11:57 P.M.
Benjamin Farmer. 21. of Findlay. was
ciied for operating a vehicle under
the influence.

FRIDAY, DEC 5
12:25 A.M.
Lauren Pringle. 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
consumption of alcohol after hosting a loud party where beer was
being offered.

MSA.M.
Steven Trimble. 20. of Wayne.

Ohio, was arrested for aggravated
burglary, domestic violence, criminal damaging, assault and underage
drinking after smashing through his
ex-girlfriends front window on Vale
Court, throwing her against the
wall and attempting to punch her
numerous times.
2:01 AM
Ryan Debarr. 21. of Gates Mills.
Ohio, was arrested for assault after
he was observed trying to punch an
individual on North Prospect Street.

12:34 A.M.
Anthony Harrison. 22, of Wayne.
Ohio, was arrested for aggravated
menacing and improper handling of
a firearm in a motor vehicle.
1:49 A.M.
Nicole Knepley, 20, of Bowling
Green, was cited for prohibited acts
after using someone else's identification to enter Uptown/Downtown
Bar.
2:41 A.M.
Jeremy Skiles. 37. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating; a
vehicle under the influence.
11:22 P.M.
William Graves III. 18. was arrested
for underage drinking and open
container of alcohol.

SATURDAY DEC. 6
1:31A.M.
Adrianne Klopfenstein, 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited for prohibited acts after attempting to
use someone else's identification to
enter the Cla-Zel.

9:06 P.M.
Jarryd Nelson. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for open container and underage possession
after he was observed attempting
to conceal a blue party cup filled
with alcohol while he was walking
on North Enterprise Street.
10:34 P.M.
Robert Graves Jr.. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
drinking after he was found at a
house party on Pike Street barely
awake
10:48 P.M.
Jacob Burrell. 23, of Bowling Green,
was arrested for throwing a nuisance party and providing a place
for underage consumption. Colin
Roe. 20, of Bowling Green, was
arrested for underage drinking after
he was observed coming out of an
apartment on East Wooster Street
where the party was held.

Green, was cited for open container
of alcohol and underage possession
of alcohol after he was observed
carrying an open can of Pabst Blue
Ribbon Beer.
11:42 P.M.
Michaela Auchmuty. 18. of Bowling
Green; Owen Dotson. 18. and
Sidon Logan. 18. were arrested for
underage drinking at a party on
Fairview Avenue.

SUNDAY, DEC. 7
1:00 A.M.
Jeremy Evers. 20. of Napoleon,
Ohio, was cited for open container
of alcohol and underage possession
of alcohol after he was observed
holding an open container of
Sparks Alcoholic Beverage.
2:04 A.M.
Grant Ramsey. 22. of Victory. Ohio,
and Derek Stalder, 22, of Ridgeway.
Ohio, were both arrested for criminal mischief after stealing a keg
from Junction Bar-and Grill.
2:06 A.M.
Matthew Miller, 19, of Wapakoneta,
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct and underage drinking
after entering an intersection illegally and almost striking a Bowling
Green police car.
2:43 A.M.
Michael Wagner. 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited for crossing the
railroad tracks with the gates down
and the lights flashing
ONLINE: Go to bgnowscom for the complete blotter list

10:55 P.M.
Michael Hammer. 20, and Kyler Jay.
20. both of Fremont. Ohio, were
arrested for disorderly conduct
after kicking and tackling each
other. Matthew Schmitt. 19. of
North Royalton. Ohio, was arrested
for underage consumption after
admitting he had consumed four
beers.

138 A.M.
Monica Canton, 20. of Athens.
Ohio, was cited for prohibited acts
after attempting to use someone
else's identification.
1:45 A.M.
Michelle Hostetler. 19. of London.
Ohio, was cited for prohibited acts
after attempting to use someone
else's identification.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

11:30 P.M.
Dustin Hawkins, 20. of Bowling
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STAY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
In One of Greenbriar's
Most Popular Apartments
or Houses!

/ 1 BfDHOC M rOWNHOUSiS

2 & 3 bedroom
town houses
Furnished
1 1/2 bath
Washei/Oryer
Air Conditioning

r

• 3 & A bedroom/2 bath

• Garbage disposals

• Close to campus
• 2 Shuttle Stops

• 1

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 EAST WOOSTER ST.

419-352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
HOURS:
Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 9am - 1pm

• Close to campus

• Furnished
• Microwaves
• Dishwashers

• On-site laundry

• Microwaves
• Dishwashers
• Garbage Disposals
• Close to campus

• Garbage Disposals
• Wireless internet

• Air Conditioned

Sign Up Today!
Now Leasing
for Fall 2009

i ■
ii

• Close to campus
• Air Conditioning
apartments available
• On-site laundry

file lawmakers presumably
would improve dramatically
if both White House and
Obama were to signal their
backing once the legislation
is complete.
"The last t hing I want to see
happen is for the auto industry to disappear, but I'm also
concerned that we don't put
$10 billion or $20 billion or
$30 billion or whatever billion dollars into an industry, and then, six months to
a year later, they come back
hat in hand and say, Give me
more,"' Obama said.
Obama. who takes office
Ian. 20, has drawn some criticism from Democrats who
want him to become more
involved in efforts to save the
industry. The president-elect
said his aides are monitoring
developments and considering longer-term plans.
He expressed no support
for calls to allow the big earmakers to enter bankruptcy
and said, "We don't want government to run companies."
Instead, he said, "if taxpayer
money is at stake — which it
appears may be the case —
we want to make sure that it is
conditioned on an auto industry emerging at the end of the
process that actually works,
that actually functions.
"Taxpayers, I think are fed
up. They're going through
extraordinarily difficult times
right now."
Obama did not single out
any individual executive by
name for criticism, and said
there had been incremental
progress in the past IS years
toward a more competitive
line of products.
"What we haven't seen is a
sense of urgency and the willingness to make tough deci-

• 3 bedroom/2 bathroom

■ • i
lor**- ■ ^r
z-~am
"
3 bedrooms
2 bathrooms
Furnished
Dishwashers
Garbage Disposals

Ftom Page 1

sions. And what we still see are
executive compensation packages
for the auto industry that are out
of line compared to their competitors, their lapanese competitors,
who are doing a lot better," he
said.
Asked whether the top executives should remain in the jobs,
he said, "Here's what I'll say, that
it may not he the same for all the
companies. But what I think we
have to put an end to is the headin-the-sand approach to the auto
industry that has been prevalent
for decades now."
later, at the news conference,
he appeared to temper his comments, saying that current management should be ousted if it
doesn't understand the urgent
need to make changes in the
industry.
A breakthrough on the longstalled rescue came Friday when
House Speaker Nancy I'elosi, DCalif, yielded to President George
W. Bush on a key point: allowing
the aid to come from an existing fund set aside for the production of environmentally friendlier
cars.
The Big Three executives spent
two consecutive days on Capitol
Hill this past week pleading for
as much as $34 billion in loans to
help their industry survive. But
they made clear that SI5 billion
would be enough to keep them
running until the end of March
2009.
Dodd appeared on CBS' "Face
the Nation" and Levin was on "Fox
News Sunday."

BOARD

VIOLENCE
From I
few signs of abating.
Groups of youths, some
masked and others concealing their faces behind motorcycle helmets, used trash
cans and overturned cars to
erect burning barricades in
the streets around the Athens
Polytechnic — which like all
universities is protected by
law from police intrusion.
The violence was the most
severe since rioting in 1999
during a visit to Greece of then
U.S. President Bill Clinton. The
last time a teenager was killed
in a police shooting — during
a demonstration in 1985 — it
sparked weeks of frequent
rioting.
The circumstances surrounding Saturday's shooting were unclear, and Interior
Minister ProkopisPavlopoulos
has promised to investigate
and punish anyone found
responsible.
"It is inconceivable for there
not to be punishment when
a person loses their life, particularly when it is a child,"
he said. "The taking of life is
something that is not excusable in a democracy."
Police said the two officers
involved claimed they were
attacked by a group of youths,
and that they responded with
three gunshots and a stun
grenade.

From Page 1

it kind of stinks."
He
said
although
the
University's stocks have taken
a hit, he hopes it's only short
term.
Reporting on the University's
fundraising efforts, trustee
Robert Sebo said the Building
Oreams Campaign is in its final
months. More than 600 participants donated over $141 million
to go towards funding scholarships and other projects.
Sebo said 498 scholarships
have been added since the start
of the campaign in 2005 and
he encourages people to keep
giving.
"1 know times are tough and
the University needs all the
scholarships they can get," he
said.
Trustee Chair John Harball
II spoke about the state of the
economy, noting there will be
decisions made that are unpopular, but will be necessary.
"We're in uncertain times as
an institution, we're in uncertain times as a state and we're in
uncertain times as a country,"
he said. "There are things we
do now today we won't be doing
two, three, four, five months
from now. We're going to have to
adjust. Let's work together and
we'll come out of this stronger.

financial skills to get students prepared and to alleviate some of the stress."
In the individual sessions,
the students drive the session. Students are supposed
to come prepared to the
session with the questions
they want to ask because
each student might have a
different question regarding their personal finances,
Whitmirc said. For example, one might want to know
how to pay off their student
loans and another student
might want to know how
to negotiate with future
employers about salaries,
he said.
Outside of the University,
it cpsts money to have individual sessions with a financial advisor. At SMMS, all of
the services are free for students. The Web site is located
at www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/
smms/index.html.
"Financial stress is terrible and affects physical and
mental well-being," Donnelly
said. "ISMMS] is a great
opportunity for students who
have never received financial education to raise their
awareness and concerns for
what's going on."

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.
Charlestown Apts
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Am
agement
1,2, 3 bedrooms
and up available!

Houses Available close to campus!
• 2 bedroom/2 bathroom
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposals
• Close to campus

• On-site laundry
• Furnished and
recently remodeled
units available

IHiBGNEWS

SMMS
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2 car garages

COLUMBIA COURT
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114 BlDRODMS

• Microwaves
• Dishwashers
• Full Basements
• Ample parking
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RIGHT:Bonding Gwn's Children's Community Chen has their first big performarre outside at the Unwary walk at Simpson Park last Thursday
everniq. LEFT: Angie Clngpeel grabs a cup of hot chocolate while holding Kartfyn Clngpeel as Erik Schempf warts for his own cup of hoi chocolate

i m,ik.'.iii appointment today!
Mid Am Management!
641 rhird •'••-. BG
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Felonies in college can deter
employers after graduation
By Alyssa Siegcle

U-Wire

SCARED SCROOGE?: TrKpstwwlwl the'Hir^ Department prrw^
(lie last shorn of the Wsemestei. Next
semester they are perfomwig "My Children1 My Afhca^andTneTfo^Vtomen'nFttouatyandTrtoTheVfoods'dn^
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Male beauty pageant
showcases talent for cause
By Sign* Brawster
U-Wire

University of Wisconsin junior
Jake Daane charmed and air-guitared his way to being crowned
the winner of Project 40/40's
Male Beauty Pageant Thursday
night in Sellery Hall.
The five students participating
were judged on formal wear, talent and Badger spirit.
Formal outfits ranged from
suave to ridiculous, and several
contestants treated the audience to a preview of their dance
moves.
Talents performed included
counting in Turkish by UWsophomore Bryant Harris, paper airplane building by UW freshman
Brigham Heyn, the telling of an
economics joke by UW junior
Dustin Pashouwer and a guitar
performance by UW sophomore
Stephen Chelstowski.
Daane showcased an enthusiastic playing of the air guitar
to The Darkness's "I Believe in a
Thing Called Love."
Daane was a late addition to

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events lalcn rrom eventibqsupdu

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #6: Josh Eckhart
Photography Exhibit
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space
8 dm

lp.ni

Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

II a.m.-5 p.m.
Finals Week Survival Kit
Distribution
Union Table Space

11 d.m 5pin
Toy Donations
Union Table Space

l!:30a.m. - '2:50 p.m.
H20 Prayer Meeting
Prout Chapel

12-3 pm
Phi Sigma Pi Raffle
Union Table Space

6 p.m.
Relaxation with Baking
Kohl Hall
9 -10:30 pm
Monday Night Trivia

'09-'10 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
. Call 419-806-4429
r www.froboserentals.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS

"I was given the
oppertunity to
bring sexy back,
and I jumped on it."
Jake Daane | Student

the show and was notified
just one hour before going
on stage that he needed to
prepare a talent. He said air
guitar is an art form that
encourages free styling, so
the short notice was not an
issue.
"A wise man once said: to
err is human. To air guitar
is science," Daane said. "I
was given the opportunity
to bring sexy back, and I
jumped on it. I did something everyone needs to take
advantage of."
Project 40/40, a student
group dedicated to raising
awareness and providing
treatment for HIV-positive
Ugandans, organized the
event as a part of its World
AIDS Week efforts.
All proceeds from the S2
admission charged at the
event will go toward the
Clinton HIV/AIDS initiative.
Project
40/40
Communications Director
Emily Swanson said the
event is unique because it
allows students to realize
they can make an impact
in Uganda in very different
ways.
"I think that it is important lor us as students to
know that we are in a pretty
privileged position and it is
so easy for us to help out in
this way," Swanson said.

Felony convictions can severely
impair a person from attending universities and securing
careers. In certain, less severe
cases, those potential students
and employees still struggle for
acceptance in society.
Annually at Illinois State
University, between M) and
40 applicants have a felony
conviction on their record.
Trying to get a job after college with a felony conviction
is extremely difficult, as many
administrators explain.
"The process is very case-hycase," Stacy Ramsey, associate director of ISU admissions,

said. "We have a committee
that reviews files of students
with records, and students
submit statements about their
convictions and its status."
Applications from students with felony charges are
not immediately dismissed.
Students may be accepted if the
reviewing committee rules in
favor of their application.
"We make the best decision
we can," Ramsey said. It's
usually more of a decision
regarding campus safety.
"If we feel the student would
be someone that we might not
want on our campus and would
not be in the best interest of the
student body, we can't accept
that student."

Many of these application
situations are very dependent
upon individual circumstances,
because felony charges range in
seriousness.
"It depends on what the felony was and how long ago it
occurred." Ramsey said. "We
take into account the outcome
and the status of the charge
when the student applies. A lot
goes into the decision."
Since the review process
began a lew years ago. only
a few students have not been

approved through this process,"
she added. "Students need lobe
honest and let the committee
make the decision. It's better to
he honest now than later find
out that the student lied."

Graduating early may save students money
By Conor Folcy
U-Wire

In the face of rising tuition prices, students look to saw money
on the cost of a university education, one particularly popular option at Hopkins has been
to finish Bachelor's degrees a
semester, or even a year early.
According to statistics provided by Hopkins, in the graduating classes of 2005 through
21X18, an average of 15 percent
of students graduated at least a
semester early.
An opinion piece in the Nov.
II issue of The Chronicle of
Higher Education, which suggested that three-year diplomas
Become a standard option at
major universities to mitigate

"When I first came to Hopkins, and even at
the beginning of this semester, I planned to
stay for all four years, but [tuition] became
more and more of a burden on my family..."
Jon Cheng | Student
the expense of primary degrees,
reported 20 percent of Hopkins
students graduate at leasf a

semester early.
"There is a wide variety of
students who have chosen to
graduate early...in past years
people looking to go into
finance have looked into' it.
We've also had a number of premed students who looked into
this option," Senior Associate

Director of the Career Center
Dawna Milligan said.
Administrators and advisors
emphasize that there are various problems with early graduation, including the logistic
difficulty of cramming all the
required credits into fewer than

four years of college.
"In general, it is much harder
for engineering students to finish in fewer than eight semesters.

and generally harder for premeds and science majors than
for social science or humanities
majors,'' Vice I'rovost and Dean
of Undergraduate Education in
the Krieger School or Arts and
Sciences Paula Burger wrote in
an e-mail.
Despite that, pre-meds
still find ways to fulfill credit
requirements in order to cut
tuition costs.
"When I first came to I lopkins.
and even at the beginning of this
semester, 1 planned to stay for all
lour years, but Ituitionl became
more and more of a burden
on my family so this became a
good way to help out," said John
Cheng, a senior pre-med, neurosc ience major who will graduate
at the end of this semester.

Being single and pregnant
is tough

getting help isn
419-354-4673
www.bgpc.org
1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com
Foundotion
for!
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"For 10 years, it was a lot of fun being on the investment committee. Now, it kind of stinks."
- University Trustee Michael Marsh, on the grim prospects of the state budget [see TRUSTEES, pg. 1],
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Are you a Mac or RC. person?

"PC. I've been using

"Definitely Mac. I'm

"P.C. because I use a

"Mac because when

one my whole life."

an art major and

RC. more."

you tell it to do
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Have your own take on

something, it does it"

it has everything I
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could ever need."

Street? Or a suggestion for
KAITLINTYREE,
Sophomore.
Communication Disorders

WALKING IS STILL HONEST

KEITHPAKIZ

M,V.

These are difficult times for
BGSl). Due to severe budget
cuts, non-tenure track faculty
are being dismissed and whole
programs of study face elimination. There is also talk of a possible tuition increase.
1 was therefore a bit shocked
to read, in Friday's edition of The
BG News r'University reveals
plans for new Stroh Center"|,
that the University intends to
spend more than $36 million
building the Stroh Center. The
Stroh Center will be a 5000-seat
sports arena, and will include
"the world's largest falcon statue." The sculpture will stand 23
feet high and cost more than
SI00,000 to cast.
I realize that this money was
raised through private donations rather than from public
funds; nevertheless, it is deeply
troubling that the University
is raising money for such purposes when its core academic
mission is in jeopardy. When
public institutions receive
money through private dona-

Some finals week tips from
the other side of the desk
Elmer Flatnoggin, Stubby
McDrool and I recently sat
down and prepared a list of
delightful things students can
do to ingratiate themselves with
their professors during both the
final week of classes and finals
week itself.
— For classes with common
final exam times, make sure
you show up at the time and
place specified at the top of the
final exam schedule ("If your
class begins on Monday at 10:30
am, your final exam will be..."),
rather than at the time and date
indicated on the bottom of the
schedule (relating to common
exams). When you arrive for the
final exam and don't recognize
anyone (or the room remains
empty), you'll realize that you've
misread the schedule. Now you
can go to your professor's office
and complain. The fact that he
or she advised you of this in a
prior class is irrelevant. (This
technique is particularly effective if the final exam has already
been given.) Don't bother to read
the entire final exam schedule
— you'll spoil the fun.
— Wait until the very end
of this week to approach your
teacher about a concept you
didn't completely learn in
the first month of class. The
impact of this encounter will

"Request a final
grade immediately.
Impatient students
are a teacher's joy."
lust before the exam begins, haul
out all the contraband from your
backpack. Watch t he professor or
proctor jump for joy, as the rules
have to be explained yet again.
Also, wear a pained expression
on your face when confronted
with the rules. Hey, everyone's
allowed a mistake once and a
while, right?
—Arrive late for an exam and
then askif you can begiven extra
time. This works especially well
if another exam if scheduled for
the same room immediately
after your exam period.
— Don't bother to check for
possible time conflicts between

your final exams. Wait until the
iast possible minute, and then
ask for an alternative time for
taking the final.
— You find that there's material on the exam that you did not
anticipate. Go ahead and question its inclusion, even though
the instructor mentioned it several weeks ago in a class that
you probably skipped. You can't
be expected to attend all of your
classes, can you?
— For exams taken on "bubble sheets," don't worry about
ensuring that your correct student ID is recorded. Professors
just love finding out the identity
of the unknown individual on
the computer run, particularly
when t here's a ti me dead li ne for
submitting final grades. Better
yet — don't bother to memorize your student ID number or
to bring your student ID card
with you.
— Request a final grade immediately. Impatient students are a
teacher's joy,
—Wait untilthe very end ofthe
semester, then approach your
professor and ask what grade
you must achieve on the final
to receive an A for the course.
Going through all the "what if
scenarios is just another one of a
professor's delights.
— At the end of this week, ask
if there's an extra credit project
you can complete to bring your
grade up.
— Remember the term paper
due on the last day of class? Ask
for an extension.
Elmer, Stubby and I all wish
you good luck on your finals!

was to be on the coach and
that he was stepping down
from the head coaching position. However, 1 think that it
was unnecessary for the members of the team to be mentioned and called out for their
flaws. It is one thing to bash the
coach, but to bash the players
is unfair. I think that the matter
could've been handled very differently. It could've been stated
in a way that did not mention
the players' names.
As a student athlete, I think
that other people don't understand the difficulties we go
through and assume that everything is bright and shiny for us.
It's not and I don't appreciate
The BG News bashing on specific players for their flaws. It had
nothing to do with the coach
and was not a necessary part of
the article.
I hope that The BG News takes
this letter seriously and edits articles better so that they are more
focused on the topic at hand and
not calling out people.

tions from wealthy individuals,
the donor gets to specify how it
will be used. Thus, Kermit Stroh,
a former high school basketball radio announcer chose to
contribute to a sports arena,
and philanthropist Irwin Beck
specified a giant falcon.
There is another way in which
public institutions can get
money from wealthy individuals. It's called taxation. Perhaps
the state of Ohio needs more of
it. Money collected through taxation can be used to serve desperate public needs rather than
to build frivolous monuments to
glorify the rich and powerful.
—Paul Potion, assistant
professor of biology.

Article wrongly criticized
student athletes
I would like to express my disgust for the articles ("Another one
bites the dust" and "Thompson's
departure comes as no surprise"!
that were written about the men's
soccer team in Wednesday's
issue of The BG News.
1 understand that the focus

— Kaitlyn Kobe, junior,
member of women's soccer.

Don't outsource journalism
By Mitch.ll Blatt
U-Wire

James Macpherson's Web site
PasadenaNovv.com
offers
thousands of local stories
about Pasadena. Calif., written by reporters in India. This,
Macpherson says, is the future
of journalism.
MediaNews Group, which
owns 54 daily newspapers, is
considering outsourcing preproduction and layout offshore,
according to a Nov. 29 column
in the New York Times.
The Orange County Register
began outsourcing some of
their copy editing to India this
summer.
India offers cheap labor, but
this is not the future of journalism; it is the future of menial
information tasks.
With the rise of the Internet,
we are indeed living in a globalized world, and the currency in
this economy is knowledge.
America has since shifted
from an industrial economy to
a service economy. Anyone can
stand by an assembly line putting parts together, so why not
outsource it overseas?
Outsourcing has long been a
part ofthe industrial economy,

but only recently has it become
a part ofthe information economy. With the Internet, we can
send files and information back
and forth in ways we couldn't
do before.
You don't need to be
in Pasadena to report on
Pasadena. You can view press
releases online, interview
people over telephone and email and converse with your
editor in Pasadena about what
to write.
Then you can write an article
for a fraction of the cost that an
American would write it for.
The National Writers Union
reports small circulation newspaper writers were paid $11
per 100 words in 1999. Today,
Macpherson is able to hire writers for S0.75 per 100 words.
The reason for this is the
incredibly low cost of living in
India. According to Michael
Moe's book, "Finding the Next
Starbucks," a maid for a day in
India costs $0.30. In America,
one would cost $75. Workers
of similar skill level cost four
times less in India on average.
Still, how can a reporter in
India be able to write an interestingarticlewithouthavingthe
context and detail that comes

from living in Pasadena?
Their stories do lose a little
bit, but when it comes to local
news, it doesn't really matter
because most ofthe stories are
about a holiday lighting ceremony or the 2009 Doo Dah
Parade.
But, when it comes to real
stories, you have to be there to
report well.
In one story on Pasadena
Now. Police Chief Bernard
Melekian dismissed what
he said would be a "serious
case of police misconduct"
if true by saying it "probably
didn't happen."
As far as 1 could tell, the
allegations of misconduct,
brought forth by the ACLU,
stemmed from an alleged
incident in which the police
"illegally questioned a juvenile about a crime."
So much detail.
Well, the police aren't going
to issue a press release saying
they committed misconduct,
and the v isn't going to admit to
lying, so what you have is two
sides against each other. You
need a reporter to find out what
really happened.
The real news is never going
to be outsourced.

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions?
Forum staff positions are already available for next semester.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you wantto.say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

a question? Give us your
feedbadtatbgnew.com.

Social Studies Education

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Education takes back
seat to shiny new arena

be proportionate to how critical the concept is to an understanding of the remainder of
the course material.
— Remember the first test
of the course? Ask to have it
graded again. He or she will be
delighted.
— Show up at an exam that
requires a 12 pencil without
one. This technique can also
be used by not bringing a calculator to an exam where one
is needed.
— The converse to the above
tip can also be employed. Arrive
at the final where calculators,
notes, books, etc. are not allowed.

TEDBOGAR
Sophomore.

DAYMItN DEVAUGHN.
Alumnus,
Applied Health Science

ALLISON EDING.
Junior.
Photography

— Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgtwws.com.

■ E-mail us at thenewstSbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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FACILITATING THE TRADES: Los Angeles County Sheriff Deputy Jeff Gordon, right, and colleagues examine and process weapons in
Compton, Calif. The sheriff's department completed its annual Gifts for Guns program in Compton. where residents could anonymously relm
quish firearms in return for a SIOO gift card for Best Buy. Target or Ralphs.

Residents trade in guns for gifts
By Thomas Watkini
The Associated Press

I.OS .ANGELES - A program
to exchange guns for gifts has
hrought in a record number of
weapons this year as residents
hit hard by the economy look
under the bed and in closets to
find items to trade for groceries.
The annual Gifts for Guns program wound down yesterday in
Compton, a working class city
south of l/)s Angeles that lias long
struggled with gun and gang violence. Inn program similartoones
in New York and San Francisco,
the Los Angeles County- Sheriff's
Department allows residents to
anonymously relinquish firearms in return for $100 gift cards
for Ralphs supermarkets, Target
departmeill stores or Best Buy
electronics stores.
Turning in assault rifles yields
double that amount.
In years past. Target and Best
Buy were the cards of choice.

with residents wanting presents
for the holidays.
This year, most asked for the
supermarket cards, said sheriffs
Sgt. Byron Woods. •
' "People just don't have the
money to buy the food these
days," be said.
Peputies expected to collect
about 1,000 weapons this year.
Authorities said 590 guns and
two hnnd grenades were handed in during the last weekend
in November, more than the
total collected in any year and
eclipsing last year's 387 guns.
Compton's violent history has
been chronicled in such gangsta
rap albums as N.WA's "Straight
Outta Compton." But Woods said
most of the residents who turned
in weapons were "family people."
"One guy said he had just got
laid off from his job," Woods said.
"I Ic turned in five guns and said
it would really help him to put
food on the family's table."
Gun owners dropped their

BecoMea
orieNianoN

weapons off at a local grocery
store parking lot. Deputies
checked the weapons to see if
they had been used in crimes,
then destroyed them.
The annual drive started in
2005 after n spike in killings,
though the murder rate had
since dropped.
One man brought in a Sovietera semiautomatic carbine.
"If that got into the wrong
hands of gnngbnngers, they
could kill several people within
minutes," Woods said. "Our
biggest fear is a house getting
burglarized and these guns
getting taken."
The drive also has yielded
antique weapons.
Gift cards for the guns
exchange were paid mostly
by Los Angeles County, but
the three companies involved
and the city of Compton,
which contracts the county
for police protection, also
donated funds.

Orientation and First Year
Programs is looking for
energetic student leaders
who want to help new
students learn what it means
to be a FALCON at BGSU!
These individuals know the
importance of team work and
pride in a job well-done.
If this sounds like YOU, please
apply to be a part of the 2009
Orientation Team!

Interest Sessions
Tuesday, Dec. 9 at 7pm, Kreischer Community Room
Thursday, Jan. 15 at 2pm, 314 BTSU

Wednesday, Jan. 21 at 1pm, 315

the
will b

over'break.
Monday, Dececmberr22nd^Ve
22nd* Wednesday, December 24th
yTCam-4p
alCam-4pm
Monday, January 5th - Friday, January 9th
10am-4pm

BGSU

ivllion of studant Offalti
g Graan SCaat Untwrtjr

Pharmacy open
Students can take care of all their
healthcare needs over break,
ie. exams, illness, immunizations,
flu shots, etc
Phone 419-372-2271
To schedule an appointment
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"For 10 years, it was a lot of fun being on the investment committee. Now, it kind of stinks."
- University Trustee Michael Marsh, on the grim prospects of the state budget [see TRUSTEES, pg. 1].
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"Definitely Mac. I'm
an art major and
it has everything I
could ever need."

"PC. because I use a
PC. more."

KAITLIN TYREE.
Sophomore.
Communication Disoideis

ALLISON EDING.
Junior.
Photography

OAYMIEN DEVAUGHN.
Alumnus.
Applied Health Science

Education takes back
seat to shiny new arena
These are difficult times for
BCiSU. Due to severe budget
cuts, nontenure track faculty
are being dismissed and whole
programs of study face elimination. There is also talk of a possible tuition increase.
I was therefore a bit shocked
to read, in I'riday's edition of The
RG Mews I'University reveals
plans for new Stroll Center").
thai the University intends to
spend more than $36 million
building the Stroh Center. The
Stroll Center will be a 5000-Seat
sports arena, and will include
"the world's largest falcon statue." The sculpture will stand 23
feet high and cost more than

$100,000 to cast

KEITH PAKIZ

Hi : j'.t.v

I realize that this money was
raised through private donations rather than from publicfunds; nevertheless, it is deeply
troubling that the University
is raising money for such purposes when its core academic
mission is in jeopardy; When
public institutions receive
money through private dona-

ome finals week tips from
the other side of the desk
Elmer Platnoegin, Stubby
Mi Drool ami I recently sat
down and prepared a list of

delightful things students can
do to ingratiate themselves with
their professors during both the
final week of classes and finals
week itself.
— For classes with common
linal exam times, make sure
you show up at the lime and
place specified al the top ol the
final exam schedule (If your
class begins on Monday al l()::i()
am. your final exam will be...").

rather than al the time and date
indicated on the bottom ol the
schedule [relating to common
exams), When you arrive lor the

"Request a final
grade immediately.
Impatient students
are a teacher's joy."

linal exam and don'i recognize
anyone lor the room remains

empty),you'll realize that you've
misread the schedule. Now you
can RO to your professor's office
and complain. The fact that he
or she advised you of this in a
prior class is irrelevant. (This
technique is particularly effective If the final exam has already
been given. I Don't bother to read
the entire final exam schedule
— you'll spoil the fun.
- Wait until the very end
of this week to approach your
teacher about a concept you
didn't completely learn in
the first month of class. The
impact of ibis encounter will

lust before the exam begins, haul
out all the contraband from your
backpack. Watch t he professor or
proctor jump for joy, as the rules
have to be explained yet again.
Also, wear a pained expression
on your face when confronted
with the rules. I ley. everyone's
allowed a mistake once and a
while, right?
— Arrive late for an exam and
then ask il you can be given extra
time. This works especially well
if another exam il scheduled for
the same room immediately
after your exam period.
— Don't bother to check for
possible tittle conflicts between

your final exams. Wait until the
last possible minute, and then
ask lor an alternative time for
taking the final.
— You find that there's material on the exam that you did not
anticipate. Go ahead and queslion its inclusion, even though
the instructor mentioned it several weeks ago in a class thai
you probably skipped. You can't
be expected to attend ail of your
classes, can you?
— For exams taken on "bubble sheets,' don't worry about
ensuring thai your correct student ID is recorded. Professors

|ust love finding out the identity
of the unknown individual on
the computer run, particularly
when t here's a t i me dead line lor
submitting final grades. Better
yet — don't bother to memorize your student ID number or
to bring your student ID card
with you.
— Request a final grade i m mediately. Impatient students are a
teacher's joy.
—Wait until the very end oft he
semester, then approach your
professor and ask what grade
you must achieve on the final
to receive an A for the course.
doing through all the "what if
scenarios is just another one of a
professor's delights.
— At the end of this week, ask
if there's an extra credit project
you can complete to bring your
grade up,
— Remember the term paper
due on the last day of class? Ask
for an extension.
Elmer, Stubby and I all wish
you good luck on your finals!

By Mitchell Blatt
U-Wire
lames Macpherson's Web site
PasadenaNow.coni
offers
thousands of local stories
about Pasadena. Calif., written by reporters in India. This,
Macpherson says, is the future
of journalism.
MediaNews Group, which
owns 54 daily newspapers, is
considering outsourcing preproduction and layout offshore,
according to a Nov. 29 column
in the New York Times.
The Orange County Register
began outsourcing some of
their copy editing to India this
summer.
India offers cheap labor, but
this is not the future of journal
ism; it is the future of menial
information tasks.
With the rise of the Internet,
weare indeed living in a globalized world, and the currency in
this economy is knowledge.
America has since shifted
from an industrial economy to
a service economy. Anyone can
stand by an assembly line putling parts together, so why not
outsource it overseas?
Outsourcing has long been a
part of the Industrial economy,
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tions from wealthy individuals,
the donor gets to specify how it
will be used. Thus, Kcrmit Stroh,
a former high school basketball radio announcer chose to
contribute to a sports arena,
and philanthropist lrwin Heck
specified a giant falcon.
There is another way in which
public institutions can get
money from wealthy individuals. It's called taxation. Perhaps
the state of Ohio needs more of
it. Money collected through taxation can be used to serve desperate public needs rather than
to build frivolous monuments to
glorify the rich and powerful.

—Paul Paaon, assistant
proji'ssor of biology.

Article wrongly criticized
student athletes
I would like to express my disgust forthe articles ["Another one
biles the dust" and "Thompson's
departure comes as no surprise"!
that were written about the men's
soccer team in Wednesday's
issue of The B(i News.
I understand that the focus

was to be on the coach and
that he was stepping down
from the head coaching position. However, I think that it
was unnecessary for the members of the team to be mentioned and called out for their
Daws. It is one thing to bash the
coach, but to bash the players
is unfair. I think that the matter
could've been handled very differently. It could've been stated
in a way that did not mention
the players' names.
As a student athlete, I think
that other people don't understand the difficulties we go
through and assume that everything is bright and shiny for us.
It's not and I don't appreciate
The HCi News bashing on specific players for their flaws. It had
nothing to do with the coach
and was not a necessary part of
the article.
I hope that The BG News takes
this letter seriously and edits articles better so that they are more
focused on the topic at hand and
not calling out people.

— Kaitlyn Kolie. junior,
member afwomerts soccer.

but only recently has it become
a pan of the information economy. With lhe Internet, we can
send files and information back
and forth in ways we couldn't
do before.
You don't need lo be
in Pasadena to report on
Pasadena. You can view press
releases online, interview
people over telephone and email and converse with your
editor in Pasadena about what
to write.
Then you can write an article
for a fraction of the cost that an
American would write il for.
The National Writers Union
reports small circulation newspaper writers were paid $11
per Kin words in 1999. Today.
Macpherson is able to hire writers for S0.75 per 100 words.
The reason for this is the
incredibly low cost of living in
India. According to Michael
Moe's hook, "finding the Next
Starbucks," a maid for a day in
India costs $0.30. In America,
one would cost $75. Workers
of similar skill level cost four
times less in India on average.
Still, how can a reporter in
India be able to write an interestingarticle without havingthe
context and detail that comes

from living in Pasadena?
Their stories do lose a little
bit, but when it comes to local
news, it doesn't really matter
because most of the stories are
about a holiday lighting ceremony or the 2009 Doo Dab
Parade.
Bui, when il conies to real
stories, you have to be there to
report well.
In one story on Pasadena
Now, Police Chief Bernard
Melekian dismissed what
he said would be a "serious
case of police misconduct"
if true by saying it "probably
didn't happen."
As far as I could tell, the
allegations of misconduct,
brought forth by the ACI.U,
stemmed from an alleged
incident in which the police
"illegally questioned a juvenile about a crime."
So much detail.
Well, the police aren't going
to issue a press release saying
they commitled misconduct,
and the v isn't going to admit to
lying, so what you have is two
sides against each other. You
need a reporter to find out what
really happened.
The real news is never going
to be outsourced.

Need a place to voice your opinions?
Forum staff positions are already available for next semester.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stones from the paper
and online extras.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University

TED BOGAR
Sophomore.
Social Studies Education

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!

— Res/xim! to Phil al
thenews("'bgnews.com.

■ E-mail us at thenewscpbgnewscom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

FREDDY HUNT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Don't outsource journalism

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you wantto.say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

THE BG NEWS

VISIT US AT
BGKEWS.COM

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

WALKING IS STILL HONEST

be proportionate to how critical the concept is to an understanding of the remainder of
the course material.
Remember the first test
of the course? Ask to have il
graded again. I le or she will be
delighted.
— Show up at an exam thai
requires a »'i pencil without
one. This technique can also
be used by not bringing a calculator to an exam where one
is needed.
— The converse to the above
tip can also be employed. Arrive
at the final where calculators,
notes, books, el i. a re not al low ed.

k

"Mac, because when
you tell it to do
something, it does it."

"PC. I've been using
one my whole life.

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

TIM SAMPSON. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
GINA POTTHOFF, MANAGING EDITOR
RYAN SULLIVAN, CAMPUS EDITOR
KRISTENVASAS, CITY EDITOR
JEFF HOUNSHEL,COPY CHIEF
CARRIE CRANE. DESIGN EDITOR
ENOCH WU. PHOTO EDITOR
CHRIS V0L0SCHUK. SPORTS EDITOR
SARAH MOORE. PULSE EDITOR
KYLE REYNOLDS IN FOCUS EDITOR
SCOTT RECKER. SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
CRAIG VANDERKAM. WEB EDITOR

».

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words These aie usually in response
to a cutrent issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS aie generally
longei pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University s campus or the Bowling
Gieen area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editoi
and Guest Columns aie printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification puiposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed
|

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Lettei to the Editor" oi "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clanty before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

NATION
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FACILITATING THE TRADES: Los Angeles County Sheriff Deputy Jeff Gordon, right, and colleagues examine and process weapons in
Compton. Calif The sheriff s department completed its annual Gilts for Guns program in Compton. where residents could anonyrnous'y talk
quish lireatms in return for a $100 gift card for Best Buy. Target or Ralphs

Residents trade in guns for gifts
By Thomas Watkins
The Associated Press

LOS .ANGELES

A program

to exchange guns for gifts has
brought in a record number of
weapons this year as residents
hit hard by the economy look
under the heel and in closets to
find items to trade for groceries.
Ihi'annual (lifts lor (Inns program wound down yesterday in
Compton. a working class city
south of Los Angeles that has long
Struggled with gnu and gang vio-

lencalnaprogram similar to ones
in New Mirk and San Francisco,
tlic- Los Angeles County Sheriffs
Department allows residents to
anonymously relinquish firearms in return for Sioo gift cards
for Ralphs supermarkets. Target
department stores or Rest Buy
electronics stores.
Ill ruing in assault rifles yields
double (hat amount.
In years past, Target and Rest
Ruv were the cards of choke,

with residents wanting presents
for the holidays.
This year, most asked for the
supermarket cards, said sheriff's
Sgt. Byron Woods. •
"People just don't have the
money to buy the food these
days," he said.
Deputies expected to collect
about 1,000 weapons this year.
Authorities said 590 guns and
two hand grenades were banded in during the last weekend
in November, more than the
total collected in any year and
eclipsing last year's 387 guns.
Compton's violent history has
been chronicled In such gangsta
rap albums as N.W.A.'s "Straight

Outta Compton." But Woods said
most of the residents who turned
in weapons were "family people."
"One guy said he bad just got
laid oil from his job, "Woods said
"I Ic turned in five guns and said
it would really help him to put
food on the family's table."
(inn owners dropped their

weapons off at a local grocery
store parking lot. Deputies
checked the weapons to see if
they bad been used in crimes,
then destroyed them.
The annual drive started in
2005 after a spike in killings,
though the murder rate bad
since dropped.
One man brought in a Sovietera semiautomatic carbine.
"If that got into the wrong
hands of gangbangers, they
could kill several people within
minutes." Woods said. "Our
biggest fear is a house getting
burglarized and these guns
getting taken."
The drive also has yielded
antique weapons.
(Jift cards for the guns
exchange were paid mostly
by LOS Angeles County, but
the three companies involved
and the city of Compton,
which contracts the count)
for police protection, also
donated funds.

Orientation and First Year
Programs is looking for
energetic student leaders
who want to help new
students learn what it means
to be a FALCON at BGSU!
These individuals know the
importance of team work and
pride in a job well-done.
If this sounds like YOU, please
apply to be a part of the 2009
Orientation Team!

Tuesday, Dec. 9 at 7pm, Kreischer Community Room
Thursday, Jan. 15 at 2pm, 314 BTSU
Wednesday, Jan. 21 at 1pm, 315
. catfonswn.be ******». V.
Questions? Contact Adriana Lincoln at aefrikk@bgsu]edu or 419-372-9558

maTl Your
Faiorilr Thinff

jGetOneFw.is^E wowi
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SIDELINES

21-2 scoring run dooms Falcons at Illinois State
ByChrl.Volo.chuk
Sports Editor

FOOTBALL
Linebacker earns
MAC Scholar
Athlete of the Week

BGNEWSI U PHI II
BAD STREAK: The BG men's basketball team

The BG men's basketball team just
can't catch a break on the road
right now.
On Saturday night, the Falcons
played their fourth straight road
contest of the young season
against a strong Illinois State team
and were defeated 78-65.
The Redbirds have been a very
tough team daring back to last
season, where they posted a 25-10
overall record. So far this season,
they're 8-0.

The Falcons (3-4) have been
moving in the opposite direction
in the standings lately, losing three
of their last four games.
BG's plight started early in regulation. After a Darryl Clements
three-pointer opened up the
game's scoring, ISU scored the
next nine points. While BG would
eventually take a 16-14 lead
around the nine-minute mark of
the first half, ISU would quickly
drain back-to-back threes to reopen its lead and would never
look back.
Then, the Redbirds stepped on

the accelerator. Towards the end
of the first half and the early minutes of the second half, they went
on a 21-2 run that all but ited the
game. All the while, the Falcons
shot just 35 percent from the field.
Senior forward Nate Miller, who
continues to come off the bench,
led the Falcons in scoring with 15
points. He also chipped in eight
rebounds. Sophomore guard
)oe lakubowski finished with 14
points and five assists. As a team,
the Falcons blocked seven shots
and committed a season-low
seven turnovers.

has losl three of its last (our games

MAC East Men's
Basketball Standings
Akron: 5-3
Ohio: 3-2
Bi.ff.iln
Miami: 4-3

BG: 3 4
Kant Stata: 3-5
Naxt up: The Falcons will host
Detroit Mercy this Sunday.

On Fciday. junior linebacker
Cody Basler was named
Mid-American Conference
Male Scholar Athlete of the
Week by the league office.
Currently, the exercise science
major maintains a 5.44 GPA.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check out The BG
News Sports Blog all week
for updates and info on all
your favorite Falcon teams.
This week, we'll have ongoing
coverage of the men's and
women's basketball teams as
well as the hockey team. We'll
also be posting our top

Six shooters
BG women dominate
YSU, win sixth in a row

By Andraw Harnar
Assistant Sports Editor

"We had five with

candidates for the vacant
football coach position.
www.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1988-The New York
Knicks connect on an NBArecord of 11 three-pointers
against the Milwaukee Bucks.
1987-JackSikmaofthe
Milwaukee Bucks begins a
streak of 51 straight games
without a missed free throw.
1961—Wilt Chamberlain
scores 78 points in a game.
1961—Larry Costello scores
32 consecutive points without
missing a shot.

The List
Basketball season is off and
running, and both BG teams
have been doing some good
things on the court. Today, we
list the top five performers
so far:

1. Tracy Pontius: The
sophomore point guard has
posted career highs in points
in her last two games

2. Brian Moten: The
senior guard is leading the
men's team with 12.4 points
per game.

3. Lauren
Prochaska: The
sophomore is leading the
women's team in both points

eight or more
Goach Curt Miller came into
Saturday's
game
against
Youngstown State with two
objectives.
His first and most important
objective was to not lake the
underdog lightly, and his second
was for four players to score in
double figures.
Despite only achieving one of
those two things in a 97-61 win,
Miller was still pleased with his
team's scoring effort.
"We had five with eight or more
[points], and 12 of the 13 Iplayers] scored," Miller said. "It was a
team victory."
Tracy Pontius (221. Niki McCoy
(18) and Lauren Prochaska (11)
each scored in double figures and
LindseyGoldsberryandMaribeth
Giese both finished with eight.
But while Miller didn't quite
get his second wish, there were
several other positive aspects of
the game for the Falcons.
BG started the game on a 142 run on its way to scoring 54
prints In the first half, sealed by a
Pontius three as time expired.
Additionally, the Falcons committed just five fouls (the first
coming 8:47 into the game) and
scored 27 points off 14 turnovers.
"That first half was as good as
offensive production and execution we've had maybe since I've
been here," Miller said. "I couldn't
be more pleased with oureffort in
the first half."
With the game virtually in
hand as the second half started,
the Falcons continued to dominate the Penguins, mostly with
back-ups on the court.
lessica Slagale (23) and Sarah
Clapper (15) recorded the most
minutes of any players off
the bench. In the second half,
bench players scored 22 of the
40 KG points.

[points], and 12
of the 13 [players]
scored. It was a
team victory."
Curt Miller | BG coach

0
0

Tracy
Pontius
Scored a careerhigh 22 points in
Saturday's win

Niki
McCoy
Had 18 points and
seven rebounds in
Saturday's win

The half gave Slagale another
chance to show her skills at point
guard after playing 17 minutes
against Greensboro, something
both Pontius and Miller were
happy to see.
"She's come along very' well,"
Pontius said. "I've been pleased
with her backing me up at point."
"We thought we could steal her
some minutes," Miller said. "It's
still point guard by committee,
but right now, we feel very comfortable with less Slagle at the
backup point."
Defensively, the Falcons played
another strong game finishing
with 11 steals, 23 turnovers and
three blocks. Youngstown was
held to 49 percent shooting and
only made nine of 16 free throws.
See SIX | Page 7

Lions move to 0-13 after loss to Vikings

and rebounds per game.
By Larry Laga

4. Joe Jakubowski:

The Associated Press

As the men's team starting
point guard, he's averaging 11
points and four assists
per game.

5. Curt Miller: The
women's head coach has now
amassed a 135-55 record in
the last five seasons.

P4UISANCYA I W PHOTO
OFF TO THE RACES: The Vikings' Adrian
Peterson knifes through Detroit's defense

DETROIT — The Minnesota
Vikings didn't talk much about
avoiding the embarrassment of
losing to Detroit.
They didn't have to.
"In your mind you don't want to
betheteamtolosetoawinlessteam
this late in the year," Minnesota
defensive end lared Allen said yesterday after the Vikings beat the
Lions 20-16. "That's not the part of
history that any of us in here want
to be a part of."
The Lions seem destined to be
the NFLs first 0-16 team.
Tarvaris lackson threw a goahead touchdown pass early in
the fourth quarter, playing for the
injured Gus Frerorte, and the NFC
North-leading Vikings (8-5) held
on for the victory.
Detroit (0-13) had chances to
win, just as it did in a two-point
loss at Minnesota, but couldn't

I

make enough plays, just as it
has failed to do throughout a
miserable season.
"It's another loss and it's totally unacceptable," quarterback
Daunte Culpepper said.
TheLionsfinishatlndianapolis,
against New Orleans and at
Green Bay.
"They don't want to go down in
the Hall of Fame," Adrian Peterson
said after running for 102 yards.
"Whoever is facing them these last
three games better be prepared."
Lions coach Rod Marinelli
refused to concede his team
blew its best opportunity to win
a game.
"I'm looking forward to this
week," he insisted. "We're playing
a heck of a team, but we think
we've got a good chance."
The Lions are the fourth team
to start 0-13 or worse since 1976,
when Tampa Bay infamously finished 0-14 as an expansion team.

NIGEL COOK I APPH010
FINALLY: Michelle Wie has been able to play in a number ol tournaments in the past
due to exemptions and invitations Now. she's a full-fledged member of the LPGA

Wie earns LPGA Tour card
of her preferential treatment.
In the 62 tournaments she has
played over the last seven years,
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Wie received 53 exemptions or
Michelle Wie has been play- invitations.
ing LPGA Tour events since
The next time the 19,year-old
she was in the seventh grade, from Hawaii tees it up, she finally
drawing the biggest galler- can feel like she belongs.
ies because of her youth
and power, but earning little
See WIE | Page 7
respect from players because
By Doug Fargu.on
The Associated Press

SPORTS
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Titans clinch division, beat hapless Browns
ByT.r...M.W.Ik.r
The Associated Press

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
Tennessee Titans aren't about
to be distracted by a power
outage in their locker room or
a struggling opponent.
Not now. Not as a division

champion.

MARK HUMPHREY

ESCAPE ARTIST: Titans quarterback Kerry Collins narrowly avoids a Cleveland pass rusher
during his learns 28-9 win over the Browns

Kerry Collins threw two
touchdowns, and Chris lohnson
ran for 136 yards and a score as
the Titans routed the Cleveland
Browns 28-9 yesterday to grab
the AFC South title for the first
time since 2002 in what they
hope is the first of many goals
reached this season.
"Obviously, we're all pleased
and happy we won the division,"
Collins said. "We know there's
a lot of things left we want to
accomplish. Today was a good
first step."
The Titans have won 15 of
their last l(i games, and are the
first team to secure a postseason berth this yean They maintained at least a two-game lead
with three to play for home-field
advantage in the AFC playoffs,
and a subdued celebration fea-

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

tured players dumping a cooler
of water over coach left Fisher.
This is the Titans' second
consecutive playoff berth,
secured with the franchise's
best record through 13 games,
12-1. Fisher credited his Titans'
10-0 start with helping them
wrest the division away from
the Indianapolis Colts.
"It's a rewarding feeling. Our
goal when we left the playoff
game in San Diego, the day we
came back, was to have a home.
playoff game this year. That was
our first goal, first and foremost.
We've now guaranteed that.
We'll move onto the next step
hopefully,'' Fisher said.
The Titans were a bit like a videoboard that didn't work thanks
to a blown transformer that
knocked out all but four emergency lights in their locker room.
They turned it over three times,
with LenDale White losing his
first fumble this season, and they
had a season-high 13 penalties
for 131 yards.
Defensive tackle Albert
Haynesworth said he didn't
even notice the power even after
dressing in near darkness.
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By Micli.icl M.uot

INDIANAPOLIS — Colts cornerback Kelvin Hayden had a perfect
read on the Cincinnati Bengals.
Peyton Manning apparently
was doing his homework, too.
Manning threw for three scores
yesterday and Hayden returned
an interception for a touchdown,
leading the Colts to their most
lopsided win of the season, 35-3.
"We did a great job game planning, and we knew their quarterback would get rattled if we got
some pressure." Hayden said. "I
just tried to take advantage of it."
Did he ever.
Hayden picked oft two passes,
setting up one Indy touchdown
and returning the second 85 yards
for another.
Manning also exploited the big
holes in Cincinnati's defense. His
uncanny mixture of methodical
drives and quick-hitting plays
were too much for the beleaguered Bengals, and after failing
to score an offensive touchdown
last week at Cleveland, Manning
led the Colts on three I'D drives of
69 yards or longer.
It was a stark contrast from
what Indy (9-'l) had done in its
previous five games — winning
those by a combined 20 points.
No. 6 looked like old-fashioned
Colts football.

SIX

DARRON CUMMINGS

Af> PHOTO

PICK SIX: Colts defensive back Kelvin Hayden starts an early celebration as he races to the
end zone following an interception against the Bengals yesterday

While yesterday's victory kept
the Colts in position for the top
wild-card s|M>t in the AFC. their
reign atop the AFC South officially
ended with Tennessee's 28-9 victory over Cleveland. It's the first
time since 2002 Indy hasn't won
the division crown.
"The first tiling is you have to
get in the playoffs," coach Tony
Dungy said. "The year we won it,
we played three on the road. So
if we get in, I think we'll have as
good a shot as anyone."
If they keep playing (his way,
they could.

Then again, yesterday's rout
didn't give the Colts much of
a test.
For the second straight week,
the only Bengals points came on
Shayne Craham's lone field goal,
and they have gone 11 consecutive quarters without scoring a
touchdown.
The formula looked awfully
familiar, too.
Manning, who is (>-() against
Cincinnati, was 26 of 32 for 277
yards, matched his season high
for touchdown passes and topped
20 IT) passes for the 11 th straight

"That first half was as good as offensive
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Bengals overwhelmed in Indy by streaking Colts
The Associated Press

8
5

9

8

nar more Sudoku and win arizes at:

season. Brett Favrc, with 12, holds
the NIT. record.
The Bengals (1-11-1) lost four
turnovers. Ryan Fitzpatrick, who
again Started in place of Carson
Palmer, was sacked four times,
and Cincinnati has been outscored 96-16 in its latest threegame losing streak.
"There's really not much to say.
I don't know what it is," Chad
lohnson said. "I'm done analyzing, MM just work and give it all
you've got."
The Colts wasted no time in
setting the tone.
On their second possession,
Manning repeatedly struck for
big yardage before handing off
to Dominic Rhodes, who broke a
tackle and nearly walked into the
end zone for a 7-0 lead.
Graham's 19-yard field goal
made it 7-3, but things unraveled
quickly for Cincinnati.

PRKESUD0K0.COM

Get Inspired
ATI's Top lu List of Most Inspiring Movies:
10. Saving Private Hyan
9. Miracle on 34th Street
8. Breaking Away
7. The Grapes of Wrath
6. B.T. The Extra Terrestrial
5. Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
4. Rocky

:t. Shindler's List
2. To kill a Mockingbird
I. It's a Wonderful Life

IT'S MORE THAN

UST CHRISTMAS
BE EDUCATED. BE INCLUSIVE.

We live and work in an ever-diverse society.
So let's understand and celebrate our differences
during the holiday season.

production and execution we've had maybe

From Page 6

"1 think we did well in the
first half of holding them to few
points," Pontius said. "But in the
second half, 1 don't think we
came out with as much intensity ... our defense still has a
ways to go."
The win gives BG six straight
and also gives BG a 6-1 record in
seven games Miller would have
been happy to go 5-2 in.
"We knew after the Temple
was scheduled, there were seven

WIE

From Page 6

Wie opened with three straight
bogeys before settling down in
blustery conditions yesterday
for a 2-over 74, easily finishing
among the top 20 players at the Qschool to become a card-carrying
member of the LPGA Tour.
"It's a good feeling," Wie said. "I
really earned it. I legitimately went
through Q-school. I took my medicine. And I got it. It feels good. It's

since I've been here. I couldn't be more
pleased with our effort in the first half."

A SAMPLING OF CELEBRATIONS
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON ARE:

Curt Miller I BG coach

games that were very important
for us," Miller said. "We felt that
if you could get through that
seven 5-2 and be 5-3 at this point,
then we were headed in the right
direction."
Miller is also thankful that he

only has two games over a two
week stretch saying it gives the
team a chance to prepare on
fundamentals instead of exclusively focusing on the next opponent, to both of which his team is
expected to be an underdog.

like high school graduation."
The valedictorian was former
NCAA champion Stacy lewis,
who had to go through Q-school
because the LPGA Tour does
not count earnings from the U.S.
Women's Open, where she tied
for third in her pro debut, lewis
birdied her last two holes for a
69, giving her a three-shot victory
over Amy Yang.
"I had the door shut on me a
couple of times, but they can't do
it anymore," Lewis said.
Wie said she will reWm to

Stanford for the winter quarter,
but plans a full LPGA schedule
next year. Without being a member, she was limited to six LPGA
events, plus the U.S. Women's
Open and Women's British Open.
"1 play whenever I want now,
not when I have to play, or only
six tournaments," she said. "I can
pick and choose. I might play two
in a row, three in a row, and have
some momentum. I really like
this game, and I want to play a
lot. I'm going to take advantage
of this card."

Semester Leases
/

ATTENTION BG'.

SPRING 2009

XUlJft
GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717
445 £. WOOSTER
^w.greenbriarrentals.com

us IK I Dec. 21

MATCH THE LETTER DESCRIPTION WITH THE HOLIDAY
A. Meaning "The festival of Sacrifice." ihis four-day religious bath Bl is
the mosi important celebration of the Islamic calendar.
B. One of the four lesser festivals of a total of eight festivals known as Sabbatts.
thisisacelehratonufWicca, a nature-based religion practiced throughout the world.
C. A seven-day celebration, this festival honors African-American heritage and values
and includes the emphasis of seven core principles.
D. An annual Christian holiday that celebrates the birth of Jesus Christ.
E. Also known as the Festival of Ugh is, this is an eight-day holiday celebrated by the lewish faith around tin- world,
F. Celebrated around the world by Buddhists. I llndlU and other faiths as the "Fettrval of Light."
it signifies the victory of good over evil in each human being.

One country with many cultures and different holidays and celebrations.
Let's celebrate our differences together by learning and
recognizing what is important to everyone.

BGSU
Omrtesy of Student Affairs Diversity Team
and the Office of the Vke President of Student Affairs

CLASSIFIEDS
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Help Wanted

For Rent

Exp. sitter w/ ref. in our Perrysburg
home, for 1-2 days per wk. Nonsmoker. Start Jan. 419-874-8816.

709 Filth St. - 2BR. 2 baths, C/A,
no pets, $550 a month.
Call Phil or Jack at 419-867-4550.

FT Webdesigner P-Burg- PHP. SQL.
Graphic Design skills needed. Send
resume: jobs@kmetica-media.com

Apt. avail. Aug. 15. 2009:
1 BR apt. 112 Ridge, $350/mo.
3BR apt. 443 N Enterprise, S550/mo.
Call 419-308-2458,

I^MW/ ■

hrmiriht to you
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Make up to $75 per on-line survey,
visit;
www.cashtospend.com

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
I he Kd News wilt noi knowingly accept.
jihiitiM[iicnis thai discriminate, or
encouiagc discrimination against any
individual or group on ihe basis of race,
M«. color, it nil religion, national origin.
sc«ul orientation dWMHty; mtui as ;i
veteran, or on ihc basis of any other legally
protected Mtut
rteBG News rmntt the (ighl to decline.
dJKootmue 01 mvfao in) ■dnrtiMtneal
Midi .iv ihnse (blind to lie defamatory.
kit king in (;K IU-II ki«iv misleadingor false
in nature All Mfaftbenwntt are subject
to cdltuig and approval

Sitter w/ exp. for 2/yr old girl in BG
home. Spring 09 MWF 9-12. poss.
PM hours w/ 6/yr old too. Good
credentials a must. Contact Deborah
Schocket at: dschock@bgsu.edu
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
now hiring 20 servers & 2 bartenders
for Jan 09. Call 419-352-7070.

For Rent
" 1/1/09 1 or 2 BR apts. low as $299
see Carlyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
"Houses almost lull 2009-2010.
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease.
146 S College & 321A E. Merry.
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Book buy back
now thru Dec. 19,
Collegiate Connection. 531 Ridi

2 roommts needed to share bouse.
S300/mo +uti! 878 W. Wooster.
Avail. Jan. '09 Call 419-308-7596

Campus Pollyeyes
Buy a pizza, get one free!
Call 352-9638

3 BR house at 317 N. Enterprise,
avail. NOW!
1 8 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St..
Avail in Jan 2009.
Call 419-354-9740.

Cash for books,
Collegiate Connection,
across from Mac West.

3 BR house available now!
S850/mo ♦ util. Palmer Ave.
Call 419-934-0128.

Wanted
BGSU 2009 Orientation Leaders.
applications avail. Dec. 15. 2008.
due Jan, 27. 2009.
Questions? e-mail aefrikk@bgsu.edu

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 up to S3007day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

(

WWWBGNEWS.COM

3/4 BR apt lor rent, recently updated.
small pets ok. 619 High St. BG.
Call 419-308-3525.
4 BR houses lor rent: 3 people each:
2 car garge, W/D. A/C, lyr. leases
start May or Aug. S1200/mo + util.
949 Scott Hamilton & 138 Williams,
call 419-654-9512.
4 BR, 1/2 bath, washer/dryer.
large deck, and garage.
Call 419-305-5987

Highland Management
1 & 2 BR apts. lor 2009-2010
Great locations/low sec. dep
Call 419-354-6036. 9-3 M-F or
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Subleaser needed lor apt at
903 Thurslin, avail. Dec 20-May 30
$266 + util. Call Mike: 330-998-1574.
Roommate wanted to share 3 BR,
2 BA home Sixth St. near campus
$200/mo + util. Call 419-352-3141.
School 09-'10
3 BR house avail. 8/15/09,
Third Street, oil street parking,
washer/dryer, C/A, shuttle bus avail.
3 room efficiency avail. Aug. 15, '09,
off-street parking, call 419-601-3225
Shamrock Studios
Studio apts avail 4 Spring Semester,
semester & year long leases.
Fully furnished, util & cable TV incl.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www.shamrockbg.com

I HELP WANTED
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House duplex, great lor a group of
Iriends. Very close to campus!
Call 419-354-0099

Houses avail. Aug. 15, 2009,
3 BR houses near campus:
606 5th St. S850/mo,
219 N. Enterprise, S1400/mo.
114 Ridge St. $1200/mo
202 E. Merry. $1200/mo,
218 Dill St, S1000/mo.
118 Clay St. $950/mo
220 Dill St. S725/mo,
127 Georgia Ave. $950/mo,
718 Third St, $650/mo.
For more mlo. call 419-30B-2458

■

'■'

House avail. Aug. 15.2009:
5-6 BR, max 6 people, new
construction, W/D. dishwasher.
A/C, lull basement. $1800/mo.
Call 419-308-2456.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office hours 10-2. M-F
www.bgapartments.com
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
24
25
28
30
33
34
36
37
40
41
42
43

44
45
46
47
50
54
58

Pixyish
Slip up
Palm starch
Pooh's creator
Continental cash
Govt. agents
Lendl playing badly?
Long-distance operators?
Spotted wildcats
Yielder
First wife?
Fix securely
Clarinet relative
Dr. Tim's drug
Midday
Way around
Antibes summer
Namath serving drinks?
"_ the fields we go..."
Brings joy to
Eye amorously
Gridiron meas.

60
61
62
63
64
65

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Kuwaiti ruler
In person
"The Flim-_ Man"
Uncorrupted
Trawled
V-formation flyers
On the market
Nabisco cookie
Some failures to advance
runners
10 Subway gate
11 Early pulpit
12 Moolah
13 Aces, sometimes
18 Conditional contraction
19 Idolize
23 Turns around
25 Delight in
26 Bellowed like Bossy
27 Afrikaners
29' Cylinder diameter
30 Rock shelf
31 Inscribed stone pillar
32 Actress Bo
34 Undies
35 Israeli statesman Abba
38 Razz

French movies
Behave furtively
Dog-breeders' org.
Verbalize
Coincide partially
Raise up
O'Donnell working construction?
Different
Almost forever
Key PC key
Tolstoy and Gorcey
Scottish dagger
Bedazzles

Happening that
didn't happen
Lawrence and Martin
Zodiac sign
Succinct
The Greatest
Pitcher Hershiser
Lemming cousin
Gas from the past
Unit of loudness
Aleutian island
Twixt 12 and 20
Makes a mistake
Compass dlr.
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HIGH SPEEDICaH

nTcRnjET
i
turnip online

^OMP LrrERJREPaiRS:

www.dacor.net
or call 419.352.3568

Iiia Wail Wooster Bowling Groan

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

">v

Trie tfoneijbalacl ff<m Company
SEASONAL / HOLIDAY HELP WANTED
• r <lo Experience Needed • Flexible Schedulin g*
• Meals Provided • Stores Closed On Holiday ; •
AKRI )N

CANTON

LOUISV fILLE

CLEVELAND

LEXINGTON

COLUf.1BUS

DAYTON

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Mow!

CINI2INNATI

F( )r consideration, please fill out an applicati )n
at the store closest to you.
For a co mplete listing & directions to all out store l< nations,
P lease visit us at www.honevbakedforvou.cor Q

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

T Bedroom Apartments

From Only $499!
On selected floor plans

Management Inc.

2 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $599!

piLAatvO

On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Start renting November 10, 2008
lor the 2009/2010 school year.
If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

FREE RENT
for the school year.

www.meccabg.com
Visit our websile lot
prices, photos. S specials!

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!

-FREE HEA1

N

n

GET YOURS

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments^^
419-353-7715 12J

TODAY!

Preferred
Properties Co.

Flu Shots are being offered by the Student Health Service
to BGSU students, faculty/staff, spouses, alumni and
retirees. In addition to being offered at the Student
Health Service you can get one TODAY in the UNION

Find A Place To Call Home
www.preterredpropertiesco com

MAKE YOUR NOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
I Bedroom 8 Efficiencies
Houses

Room 208 between 10:00am-2:00pm.
BGSU
Please have your University ID ready.

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple St

410-352-9378

hearth service

WELLNESS CONNECTION
I

$

23

payable by cash, check or BG1 Card.
In order to bill insurance you MUST bring a
photocopy of the FRONT and BACK of your
current insurance card.

•

